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High increments of overweight along with low length-for-age growth during the first 24 months of life
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Abstract

Background: It has been reported that children nursed in orphanages lose one month of linear growth for every three months they spend in the orphanage.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the daily variation of weight- for- length and length-for-age among infants under 24 months of age, living in a temporary public orphanage in Mexico.

Methods: Ninety children from 0 to 24 months of age, who were institutionalized at an orphanage, were assessed during a three month period. Upon arrival their height and weight were measured daily, Monday through Friday. Daily growth velocity for weight and length was calculated. Length-for-age (LAZ) and weight-for-length (WHZ) age z- scores were calculated based on WHO criteria. Risk of overweight (ROW) and overweight (OW) were classified using the WHO criteria.

Results: The increments of daily weight were lower than the normal range (9 g daily), but the ROW and OW increased from 10% and 3% at the beginning of the study to 14% and 11% at the end. At the end of the follow-up, WHZ was inversely associated to length (cm/day) velocity (r = -302, p < 0.01). Although a significant increase in ROW and OW was observed, at the end of the study, 31% of the children showed signs of stunting (-2 SD in length-age) and 5% remained emaciated (-2 SD in weight-length).

Conclusions: Children living in an orphanage showed reduced increments of weight and length-for-age, as well as a reduced length velocity and an increased ROW and OW.
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Introduction

Pre and postnatal factors have been shown to be associated with obesity and metabolic syndrome later in life. Inappropriate nutrition during pregnancy, low and high birth weight, lack of breastfeeding, early weaning, and early adiposity rebound are associated with obesity and these features compound the metabolic syndrome in childhood and later in life. There is enough evidence showing that fetal nutrition, as a result of deficient maternal and placenta nutrition, results in growth impairment in children. Additionally, for the purpose of enhancing efficiency in catch-up fat, suppressed thermogenesis in certain tissues plays a role in the pathophysiological consequences of catch-up growth. Catch-up growth is a fast recovery of weight after periods of deprivation, and catch-up fat is the recovery of weight at the expenses of fat deposition. This phenomenon of preferential fat accumulation has been described as post starvation obesity, and it has been related to abdominal obesity and metabolic syndrome.

Ong et al., indicated that catch-up growth in infants posed a higher risk of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, obesity, and metabolic syndrome. Low birth weight has been associated to “catch-up growth” and especially catch-up fat, especially trunk fat, during the first year of life. It has been reported that there is an association between this catch-up growth and catch-up fat with a reduction in insulin sensitivity, HDL cholesterol, and an increase in waist circumference and triglycerides in adult life. It has also been observed that a high weight birth is associated to higher body mass index (BMI). Ong indicated that catch-up fat might be partially explained by the need of those with intrauterine deprivation for catching-up the weight to standard levels, which is usually done by catching-up fat in the trunk area.

A high percentage of children in orpanages might have undergone intrauterine deprivation, thus, these children are at high risk of becoming obese, having abdominal obesity and its later consequences. Anemia and low levels of hemoglobin during pregnancy might be prolonged after birth and during the first months of life. In Mexico it has been reported that more than half of women suffer of anemia and iron deficiency, these problems are higher among more vulnerable women groups, such as those in indigenous and rural populations and living under the poverty level of income. Iron deficiency in children might also play an important role in length impairment.

Growth deficit is a problem affecting wide sectors of the infant population in Mexico and Latin America, especially those living in poverty. In the Euro-Growth Study it was found that there is a positive correlation between weight and age when height is increased. It was suggested that age has a mediated effect on weight during early life as a result of intrauterine factors, mainly nutrition factors. Thus, prenatal factors contribute to early life fetal programming which subsequently leads to a higher susceptibility for both higher rates and earlier onset of certain diseases later in life. The last trimester of pregnancy is an essential period for fat mass programming, independently of the postnatal pattern of growth.

Several studies have reported negative effects on growth as a result of living in an orphanage, poverty, undernutrition, and emotional and psychosocial deprivation.

However, we have found no studies showing whether lineal growth delay is associated with the incidence of obesity, nor the effect of living in an orphanage environment on the incidence of obesity.

The purpose of this study is to assess the daily weight and length increments of infants living in an orphanage in Mexico, and to evaluate whether there is an association between growth velocity and overweight.

Methods

Population

The state of Baja California shares a strong economic and cultural relationship with the United States due to its geographical location. In 2006, it had approximately 3,155 070 residents, of which, Tijuana, Baja California had approximately 1,559 683 residents. Children at orphanages are mainly “mestizos” (half-blood). The orphanage can accommodate 250 to 300 children (60% boys). Ninety of these children (57% boys) participated in the study.

Study design

The study was conducted from June 15th to December 15th of 2009, in Tijuana, Mexico. This is a longitudinal study of infants 0-24 months old, living in a public orphanage, with a follow up of three months. Since the orphanage is a short term facility, children residing in the orphanage are usually relocated to a long term orphanage or are given back to their parents upon request and approval. Children with diseases other than obesity or under nutrition, which might affect growth development, were excluded from the study. More than half (56%) of the children were measured the same day they were admitted to the orphanage. Ninety children ranging from 0 to 24 months of age, who were temporarily institutionalized, were measured during 16 weeks on their weight and height. The average age was 8.5 months (3 days to 20 months) and 57% were boys. The range of stay in the orphanage for the rest of the children varied from 5 to 60 days.

Ethics Approval

The project was approved by the ethics committee of the nutrition academic body at Universidad Autonoma.
and gender of each child with the corresponding tables. WHZ was calculated daily. WHZ was calculated as weight-for-height (WHZ) and was compared to the WHO criteria. WHZ were calculated with SPSS v16, using the parameters provided by the WHO (2006). Weight and length velocity were calculated considering the difference in weight and height change each day.

Indices

Weight-for-length/height (WHZ) z-scores and length/height-for-age (HAZ) z-scores were calculated according to WHO criteria. Weekly variation of height-for-age and weight-for-height was computed during the six month period. WHZ classification was used according to WHO: severely emaciated (≤ -3 SD), emaciated (-2.99 SD to ≤ -2 SD), normal weight (-1.99 SD to ≤ 1 SD), possible risk of OW (> 1 SD to ≤ 2 DE), OW (> 2 SD to ≤ 3 SD), and obesity (> 3 SD). HAZ classification was used according to WHO: Severely stunting (≤ -3 SD), stunting (-2.99 SD to ≤ -2 SD), normal height (-1.99 SD to ≤ 3 SD), and tall (> 3 DE).

Results

The prevalence of severely stunted at the beginning of the study was 6.5%, stunted 8.5%, normal length 80%, and tall 5%. During the first three months at the orphanage a weekly decrease in length - for- age z-scores was observed in all age groups, but more significantly in younger than three months of age (fig. 1). At the end of the study the prevalence of severe stunting was 20%, stunted 11%, normal length 67%, and tall 2%.

On the other hand, at the beginning of the study the prevalence of severe emaciation was 5.6%, emaciated was 6.5%, normal weight was 75.5%, possible ROW was 10%, and OW was 3%. During the first three months in the orphanage, different slopes of weight -for-length z-scores were observed, but children younger than three months had a steady increase in weight for length (fig. 2). At the end of the study the prevalence of severe emaciation was 1.5%, emaciated was 3.5%, normal weight was 71%, possible ROW was 14% and OW was 11%.

A difference in z- scores and growth velocity in both genders was observed, and this was further seen among children who had lived one or more weeks at the orphanage. By the end of the study 31% of the children remained behind (≤ -2 DE) in length-for-age and 5% remained emaciated (≤ -2 DE in weight-for-length). There were no differences in growth velocity between genders. Children that had more than a week in the orphanage presented a lower growth velocity than the newly arrived [0.008 ± 0.003 and 0.013 ± 0.004 cm/day (p = 0.0001)]. This might be due to age differences or to long term effect of emotional deprivation. The average age of newcomers was 7 ± 6 months, while those with more than a week of stay were 10 ± 5 months (p = 0.005).

On average the 0-3 months group had the highest increment in g/d (p = 0.0001) and the 3-6 months group had the highest cm/d (p = 0.02) increment. Table I shows weight and height daily growth. There were no differences in weight increments between the newcomers and those that were already at the orphanage. Initial z- scores of length-for-age were greater than the final z- scores in all age groups.

Also, it was observed that children with normal z-score of weight-for-length increased their weight from 40 to 60 g/week; children with more than 1SD from 10 to 90 g/week, and children with -2SD from 40 to 90 g/week. Those children who at the beginning of the study had z-scores of length-for-age at -2 SD presented greater increments in length.

Weekly increments of weight-for- length z-scores varies depending on the initial weight status, but most emaciated children (< -2SD) had higher increments on weight-for- length z-scores, while normal and those with > 1SD weight-for-length z-scores children had lower weight increments (fig. 3). At the end of the follow-up, the increment of weight was inversely associated to z-scores in length-for-age (r = -0.398, p < 0.01), BMI was also inversely associated to length velocity (r = -0.302, p < 0.01).
Weekly weight increments were higher in children with < -2SD of length-for-age z-score (fig. 4).

Discussion
At the end of three month follow-up of BMI, infants living in an orphanage were inversely associated to length (cm/day) velocity. A paradoxical trend of weight and length increments was observed. Infants having lower than the average weight increments for their age (9 g/day) had a 12 percentage points (pp) increase in prevalence of ROW and OW. At the same time, the prevalence of severe stunting and stunting also increased 16 pp. The high prevalence of ROW and OW observed at the end of the follow-up is consistent with the high prevalence reported among 6 to 24 months old, low-income children from three different cities in Mexico. These results might indicate that even with a slight catch-up growth and catch-up fat, infants are prone towards ROW an OW, which may be at the expense of the reduced length velocity or an increase of metabolic efficiency toward fat deposition.

Dulloo indicates that an increase in metabolic efficiency directed at fat deposition is a fundamental physiological process operating to accelerate fat recovery after growth retardation or weight loss. Through the catch-up fat, continues Dulloo, “a normal physiological process is expressed and characterized by an elevation in the efficiency of cellular energy utilization”. Therefore, rather than a catch-up growth that would include growth velocity and a weight increase, catch-up fat seems to prevail even with small increments of weight, which results in ROW and OW. As Dulloo states, “the process of catch-up growth per se is a state characterized by a proportionately greater rate of fat deposition relative to lean tissue deposition”. This may occur even with as little increments of weight as 9
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Weekly weight increments were higher in children with < -2SD of length-for-age z-score (fig. 4).
g/day in the first two months of age, as it occurred in these children. This state of preferential catch-up fat, says Dulloo,\textsuperscript{1} “is brought about, at least in part, via the suppression of thermogenesis, which precedes the appearance of excess body fat and central fat distribution, and is a central event that predisposes individuals with catch-up fat to abdominal obesity, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease”.\textsuperscript{1}

Some maternal diseases might affect the weight and height of children.\textsuperscript{33,34,35} Unfortunately, we did not have maternal health history, but no children were HIV positive. Most children living in an orphanage come from an adverse pre and postnatal environment, including lack of pre natal control, maternal alcoholism, smoking or taking other drugs during pregnancy and inappropriate delivery settings when the child is born.\textsuperscript{36,37}

The inverse association of the length velocity with the increase of obesity observed in this study might indicate that an objective to prevent childhood obesity should be focused to prevent the reduced length velocity in infants, as well as appropriate pre-natal care.

The strengths of this study include that it was conducted in a homogeneous environment, the same physician and personnel helped throughout the study, and the children’s care was not interrupted. However, the limitations rest on the lack of records of maternal health prior, during, and after the birth and the birth weight of the children. All those data might indicate the neglecting care before the arrival of the child to the orphanage.

Several studies have reported negative effects on growth as a result of living in an orphanage, poverty, undernutrition, emotional and psychosocial deprivation.\textsuperscript{24,25,26,27,28}

Inappropriate nutrition during pregnancy, low and high birth weight, lack of breastfeeding, and early weaning, not reported in most of these children, might also be associated with the high increments of obesity.\textsuperscript{2}

Children living in an orphanage showed a process of reduced increments of weight and length for their age, as well as a reduced length velocity along with increase ROW and OW. These results suggest the urgent need of including a nutritionally aggressive care plan for children.
growing up in adverse environments in order to treat undernutrition and prevent obesity. Additionally, the process should be further studied to find out how this might have an effect on long term consequences of abdominal obesity, to see if this physiologic process is leading to higher levels of obesity among low income populations, and to find out which might be the appropriate nutrient composition to prevent early abdominal fat deposition and length delay in children living in poverty, and in economical or emotional deprivation.
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